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27% of healthcare organizations have reported to 

be a victim of a Cyber Attack in the past 12 

months.

- Marsh-Microsoft Global Cyber Risk Perception Survey



Obstacles to the ability of effectively responding to cyber attacks
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Source : Ponemon Institute

Other

Internal Policies that prevent rapid triage

Poor Incident Escalation procedures

Inability to collect the forensic data from the right sources

Lack of undedrstanding about how attackers operate

We do not know all the gaps in our securoty posture

Inability to study a detected attacker's behavior in real time

Inability to Prioritize incidents based on potential business impact

Inability to collect real-time forensic data

Difficulty mining and correlating data from available security tools and
information sources

Lack of time response and engagement with other departments and
functions

Shortage of skilled incident response personnel
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How do we formulate an adaptive 

framework to manage the Cyber Risk 

Management Lifecycle ?



Growing Cyber vulnerabilities in adopting emerging technologies
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The frequency and materiality of cyber incidents are increasing
>4,000 ransomware attacks daily (on average)
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Common Threat Vectors
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People, Process or Technology?



Cyber – A Complex Risk

Lack of talent

Lack of assimilation 

into the overall 

business strategy

Lack of a common 

body of knowledge

Multiple 

stakeholders.

Limited 

historical data

Rapidly 

evolving threat 

landscape



Foundational Objectives for an organization looking to become resilient

An in-depth understanding 

of processes within the 

Information Security Function

A Cyber Security Aware 

workforce as a strong 1st line 

of defense

Testing the effectiveness

of controls

Identifying gaps in policy

Rank findings and potential 

events by relative likelihood 

and impact, and determine 

the residual risk

Identify action items

to close gaps



Building Cyber Resilience



Three Strategic Imperatives to achieve Cyber Resilience
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How to line up your Defense
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Know your Threats - Understand1.



1. Know Your Threats - Top Cyber Loss Scenarios with the largest perceived
potential impact
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1. Know your Threats - Cyber calls for more robust defense-and-response
strategies which include cross-disciplinary considerations
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Know yourself – Understand & Measure2.



2. Know Yourself - A strategic Cyber Resiliency agenda is necessary to
create momentum – this is a continuous journey
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2. Know Yourself - Fact Finding – Main Dimensions for data gathering,
Scenario Building and calculating the elusive cyber loss curve
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Know what you can do - Manage3.



3. Know what you can do - Shift towards a risk-driven management discipline
focuses on reinforcing a Cyber Risk-aware culture
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3. Know what you can do – Build a Cyber-Secure culture as no security
technology will be against human vulnerability
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3. Know what you can do - Cyber Insurance as a financial safeguard against
costs associated with a cyber breach
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3. Know what you can do - Organizations across industry are making rapid
progress in strengthening Cyber Resilience
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Cyber Resilience – A vision to help you with your mission
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Stories 
Lessons learnt the hard way



Employees arrive into 

work and can’t login to 

their computers (all 

logins disabled) across 

offices in Vietnam and 

Philippines
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Group CEO receives an email 

from anonymous attacker 

attaching PII of their customers, 

threatening to disable the core 

platforms in Hong Kong and 

other unsaid locations, and  

release sensitive customer data 

if ransom demand of $3m via 

Bitcoin is not met
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Employees are alerted by the IT 

teams in HK and Philippines 

about a possible malware getting 

distributed via a URL embedded 

in an email. 
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10,000 records 

containing customer 

Personal Medical 

Information are 

released on Reddit and 

employees in HK 

cannot login to their 

workstations anymore
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Group  CEO receives 

another ransom email 

demanding payment of 

$6m in bitcoin or all 

customer data of 1.1 

million clients will be 

released along with emails 

from all top executives
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Businesses 

across Asia 

come to a 

standstill as all 

systems remain 

under siege
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Law firm representing a 

small group of customers 

on a contingency basis 

threatens legal action to 

claim damages for data 

loss and Identity theft
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Personal Medical 

Information of 1000 

customers published on 

the file-sharing website -

Reddit

Customer service centers 

are inaccessible and the 

online customer care 

tools are unavailable.

Customers start to report 

issues via social media

Asia CNN reporters receive 

an email from what seems 

to be is the group CEO’s 

account informing them of 

a wide scale identity and 

data theft at the firm. They 

call the CEO office for a 

statement

Local Regulators at 

the head office sends 

enforcement team to 

investigate

The local police arrive 

at the headquarters 

on foot of media 

reports surrounding 

extortion attempts

Widespread speculation on social 

media and multiple media 

requests for comment/statement. 

Regulators demanding updates 

on irregularities in the systems 

reported

Destructive Malware spreads through unpatched servers causing outages 
and holding systems hostage



Investigating suspicious network activity

Background

Users of  a large pharmaceutical company ABC complained of their screens freezing for times longer than usual. The network 

infrastructure team examined the situation and dismissed it as a bandwidth problem. But with more and more complains ABC’s 

Information Security team became uncertain of the situation.

Objective
• Indicators of attack

• Indicators of compromise

• Potential policy violations

• Provide a status letter providing details of any qualifying indicators of compromise and other risks that have been identified

What we did – Tools and Methods
• Compared the traffic to signatures of known Indicators of Attack (IOAs), Indicators of Compromise (IOCs) and policy violations

• Processed all files with no known signature in a secure sandbox environment to determine whether they contain polymorphic malware or 0-

day exploit code

• Performed statistical and behavioural analysis on the full traffic capture to locate instances of mass data exfiltration or legitimate seeming

logins using stolen credentials

• Monitored endpoints activities, identify compromised systems and performing live forensic analysis of the infected machines

Hybrid approach

Deployment of both network-based and host-based tools to 
monitor suspicious activity within the environment

Host based

Deployment of agents on computers to detect 
suspicious activity on endpoints

Network based

Installation of one (or more) appliance in order to 
monitor incoming and outgoing traffic
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From Aspiration to a call for Action

“In our current state of Cyber Security breaches are  inevitable “

• The question is not whether you will be breached but how you will respond when 

there is a breach.

• Through a discussion of technical controls, compliance, and the financial impacts of 

cyber risks, more effective decisions on future cyber security investments can help 

mitigate cyber threats.

• Future progress depends on internal investments toward shaping mindsets and 

culture, strengthening technical expertise and managing human capital.



Thank You


